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the battlefield 3: back to karkand expansion pack is the first large expansion pack of battlefield 3
and is now available for download on xbox live, playstation network, and pc download. it features
four of the most loved battlefield maps ever, boldly reimagined with the power of the frostbite 2
engine. it also gives you new weapons, vehicles, dog tags, and persistence in the form of all-new
assignments to carry out on the battlefield. the maps included are strike at karkand, gulf of oman,
sharqi peninsula, and wake island. all have been redesigned from battlefield 2 as a return years
later, changing the scenery and adding the powerful destruction that frostbite 2 brings to the game.
initially, the first battlefield 3 was launched in the summer of 2009 under the title of "battlefield 2:
gold" on the xbox 360 platform, and today the game is available to play on pc. the game itself will go
through a complete transformation, with the standard wwii-themed and the return to the middle
east, but the essence of the game will remain the same. while the game was being developed,
electronic arts was trying to be as accessible and accessible to the masses as possible, so it was
decided to make it for the pc version of the game, and in this regard it's worth noting that it was the
first time that there was a game of this type on pc. all in all, the game is one of the best games of
the fps genre in general, so if you want to play it on pc, you need to download the demo version of
the game that will help you. battlefield 3 is the third in the series of the battlefield games and is the
first in which you can play as the united states military forces with general patton and the russian
forces with general zhukov. you can play as the russians with general zhukov and see the united
states forces with general patton and this can make a difference in the game. you get to play in 3
different game modes: rush, conquest and assault and the players in these modes are only the ones
who are active in the game. you can find the official trailer for the game here.
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